20 Instone St, Hilton

INDUSTRIAL CHIC

3 2 2

This classic Hilton cottage has undergone a full transformation, resulting in a
captivating marriage of natural elements and modern convenience,
harmoniously blending to create a home which functions and flows
beautifully, and is fantastically liveable.
Stunning, newly polished jarrah boards, plus the use of rusted steel,

Price

MID $500's

Property Type

residential

Property ID

46

Land Area

443 m2

tarnished copper, stone, concrete, and timber add texture and life to this

Inspection Times

open plan family residence. With walls removed in the main living area,
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lounge, dining and kitchen flow into one another, and then on out to the
rear deck, which houses an awesome undercover outdoor.
Indoors, the kitchen provides a gas cooktop, stainless dishwasher and
electric oven. The combination of stone and timber benchtops, eclectic
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cupboard doors and north facing windows, inviting in warming sun in the
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winter, make this a welcoming and homely kitchen. The outdoor kitchen
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offers a gas cooktop and sink. The North facing gardens are ideal for veggie
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beds
or soaking up some rays during the winter months on those sunny
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